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Abstract. One of the most important reasoning tasks on queries is
checking containment, i.e., verifying whether one query yields necessar-
ily a subset of the result of another one. Query containment, is cru-
cial in several contexts, such as query optimization, query reformulation,
knowledge-base verification, information integration, integrity checking,
and cooperative answering. Containment is undecidable in general for
Datalog, the fundamental language for expressing recursive queries. On
the other hand, it is known that containment between monadic Datalog
queries and between Datalog queries and unions of conjunctive queries
are decidable. It is also known that containment between unions of con-
junctive two-way regular path queries (UC2RPQs), which are queries
used in the context of semistructured data models containing a lim-
ited form of recursion in the form of transitive closure, is decidable. In
this paper we combine the automata-theoretic techniques at the base of
these two decidability results to show that containment of Datalog in
UC2RPQs is decidable in 2EXPTIME.

1 Introduction

Querying is the fundamental mechanism for extracting information from a
database. The basic reasoning task associated to querying is query answering,
which amounts to computing the information to be returned as result of a query.
There are, however, other reasoning services involving queries that data and
knowledge representation systems should support. One of the most important
is checking containment, i.e., verifying whether one query yields necessarily a
subset of the result of another one. Query containment, called subsumption in
AI [1,2], is crucial in several contexts, such as query optimization, query reformu-
lation, knowledge-base verification, information integration, integrity checking,
and cooperative answering; cf. [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. Thus, it is fair to de-
scribe query containment as one of the most fundamental database reasoning
tasks.
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Needless to say, query containment is undecidable if we do not limit the
expressive power of the query language; it is clearly undecidable for first-order
logic. In fact, in knowledge representation suitable query languages have been
designed for retaining decidability. The same is true in databases, where the no-
tion of conjunctive query is the basic one in the investigation of reasoning about
queries [14]. A conjunctive query (CQ) is simply a conjunction of atoms, where
each atom is built out from relation symbols and (existentially quantified) vari-
ables. Relationally, a CQ is a project-join query. By adding union and recursion
to conjunctive queries, one gets Datalog, the language of logic programs (known
also as Horn-clause programs) without function symbols [15], which is essen-
tially a fragment of fixpoint logic [16,17]. Datalog consists, in a pure way, only
of the most fundamental elements of relational queries: join, projection, union,
and recursion. With respect to query containment, CQs and Datalog span the
spectrum in terms of computational complexity. In [14] it is shown that CQ con-
tainment is equivalent to CQ evaluation (NP-complete). (For some extensions,
see [18,19,20,21].) On the other hand, it is shown in [22] that containment of
Datalog queries is undecidable; the proof is by reduction from the containment
problem for context-free grammars.

The most powerful query-containment results for Datalog are given in [23,24,
25]. In [23] it is pointed out that tree-automata techniques can be used to prove
the decidability of query containment for monadic Datalog, where rule heads use
a single variable (which means that intermediate result of the query, as well as
the final one, are sets of data elements). The other results apply to the relation-
ship between Datalog and non-recursive Datalog (non-recursive Datalog queries
are in essence unions of conjunctive queries). In [24] it is shown that checking
containment of nonrecursive Datalog queries in Datalog queries is decidable in
exponential time. In [25] (see also [21]) it is shown, using tree-automata tech-
niques, that containment of Datalog queries in nonrecursive Datalog queries is
decidable in triply exponential time. When the non-recursive query is repre-
sented, via unfolding, as a union of CQs, the complexity is doubly exponential,
rather than triple exponential. (These bounds are known to be optimal, see [26,
4] for studies of special cases and some extensions.)

In this paper we address the problem of query containment in the context
of semistructured data models. Our goal is to capture the essential features
found in databases, both traditional and semistructured, as well as knowledge
bases in semantic networks, conceptual graphs, and description logics. For this
purpose, we conceive a database as an edge-labeled graph, where nodes represent
objects, and a labeled edge between two nodes represents the fact that the binary
relation denoted by the label holds for the objects. This model captures data
expressed using XML-like languages [27,28] and is accepted as a standard model
for semistructured data [29,30].

In this framework, a basic querying mechanism is the one of regular path
queries (RPQ) [29,31,32], which ask for all pairs of objects that are connected
by a path conforming to a regular expression. Regular path queries are extremely
useful for expressing complex navigations in a graph. In particular, union and
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transitive closure are crucial when we do not have a complete knowledge of the
structure of the database. In our regular path queries, we include also the inverse
operator, which enables us to navigate edges backwards [29,7], for example, from
a child to its parent. We denote these queries by 2RPQs (two-way regular path
queries). Using 2RPQs as the basic querying mechanism, one can construct con-
junctive 2-way regular path queries (C2RPQs), which enables us to perform joins
and projections over 2RPQs. C2RPQs are the basic building blocks for querying
semistructured data [33,13,31]. The containment problem for C2RPQs (actually
for UC2RPQs, unions of such C2RPQs) was studied in [34] (see also [33]), where
it was shown, using two-way automata, to be EXPSPACE-complete.

The notable fact about the decidability of containment for C2RPQs is that
C2RPQs are a fragment of recursive Datalog, due to the transitive closure oper-
ator. Thus, the result in [33,34] is the first decidability result for containment of
non-monadic recursive Datalog queries. The fact that automata-theoretic tech-
niques are used both in [25] and in [34] suggests that perhaps the two decidability
results can be combined. We show here that this is indeed the case by proving the
decidability of the containment of Datalog queries in UC2RPQs (which, implies
the known decidability result for containment of UC2RPQs). The automata-
theoretic techniques combine tree automata with two-way automata; we use
alternating two-way tree automata [35]. The upper bound is doubly exponential
time, just as in [25], which we conjecture is optimal (see Conclusions).

2 Databases and Queries

We consider a semistructured database (DB) G as an edge-labeled graph (D, E),
where D is the set of nodes, and E is the set of edges labeled with elements of an
alphabet ∆. A node represents an object, and an edge between nodes d1 and d2
labeled e, denoted e(d1, d2), represents the fact that the binary relation e holds
for the pair (d1, d2).

The basic querying mechanism on a DB is that of regular path queries
(RPQs). An RPQ E is expressed as a regular expression or a finite automa-
ton, and computes the set of pairs of nodes of the DB connected by a path that
conforms to the regular language L(E) defined by E. We consider unions of con-
junctive 2-way regular path queries (UC2RPQs) [34], which extend regular path
queries with the possibility to traverse edges backwards, with conjunctions and
variables, and with union.

Formally, Let ∆ be a set of binary relation symbols, and let ∆± = ∆ ∪∆−,
with ∆− = {e− | e ∈ ∆}. Intuitively, e− denotes the inverse of the binary
relation e. If r ∈ ∆±, then we use r− to mean the inverse of the relation r, i.e.,
if r is e, then r− is e−, and if r is e−, then r− is e.

2-way regular path queries (2RPQs) are expressed by means of regular ex-
pressions or finite word automata over ∆±. Thus, in contrast with RPQs,
2RPQs may use also the inverse e− of e, for each e ∈ ∆. When evaluated
over a DB G, a 2RPQ E computes the set E(G) of pairs of nodes (d0, dq) such
that r1(d0, d1), r2(d1, d2), . . . , rq(dq−1, dq) hold in G and r1r2 · · · rq is in the reg-
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ular language L(E) defined by E. Observe that, when q = 0, we have that
r1r2 · · · rq = ε and d0 = dq.

Conjunctive 2-way regular path queries (C2RPQs) are conjunctions of atoms,
where each atom specifies that one 2RPQ holds between two variables. More
precisely a C2RPQ γ of arity n is a formula of the form

Q(x1, . . . , xn) ← E1(y1, y′
1), . . . , Em(ym, y

′
m)

where x1, . . . , xn, y1, y
′
1 . . . , ym, y

′
m range over a set {u1, ..., uk} of variables, each

xi, called a distinguished variable, is one of y1, y′
1 . . . , ym, y

′
m, and E1, . . . , Em

are 2RPQs. The answer set γ(G) to a C2RPQ γ over a DB G = (D, E) is the set
of tuples (d1, . . . , dn) of nodes of G such that there is a total mapping σ from
{u1, . . . , uk} to D with σ(xi) = di for every distinguished variable xi of γ, and
(σ(y), σ(y′)) ∈ E(G) for every conjunct E(y, y′) in γ.

Finally, a union of conjunctive 2-way regular path queries (UC2RPQ) of arity
n has the form ∪iγi, where each γi is a C2RPQ of arity n. The answer set to
a UC2RPQ Γ = ∪iγi over a DB G is simply Γ (G) = ∪iγi(G). Notice that
traditional conjunctive queries (resp., unions of conjunctive queries) (cf. [15])
are just a special case of C2RPQs (resp., UC2RPQ) in which each 2RPQ in an
atom is simply a relation symbol.

A Datalog program consists of a set of Horn rules. A (Horn) rule is a first
order material implication between a head and a body, where the head con-
sists of a single atom, and the body consists of a conjunction of atoms. Each
atom is a formula of the form R(x1, . . . , xn) where R is a predicate symbol and
x1, . . . , xn are variables. All variables are implicitly universally quantified outside
the rule. The predicates that occur in heads of rules are called intensional (IDB)
predicates. The rest of the predicates are called extensional (EDB) predicates.
Since we consider Datalog programs that are evaluated over a semistructured
database, the EDB predicates have to be among the predicates in ∆, which are
all binary. Observe, however, that IDB predicates, which are not in ∆, may be
of arbitrary arity.

Let Π be a Datalog program. Let Qi
Π(G) be the collection of facts about an

IDB predicateQ that can be deduced from a database G by at most i applications
of the rules in Π, and let Q∞

Π (G) be the collection of facts about Q that can be
deduced from G by any number of applications of the rules in Π, that is,

Q∞
Π (G) =

⋃

i≥0

Qi
Π(G)

We say that a Datalog program Π with goal predicate Q is contained in a
UC2RPQ Γ if Q∞

Π (G) ⊆ Γ (G) for every database G.
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3 Containment of Datalog in Unions of Conjunctive
Queries

A containment mapping from a conjunctive query ψ to a conjunctive query ϕ is a
renaming of variables subject to the following constraints: (a) every distinguished
variable must map to itself, and (b) after renaming, every literal in ψ must be
among the literals of ϕ. It is well known that containment of conjunctive queries
can be characterized in terms of containment mappings (cf. [15]). In fact this
characterization has been extended in [19] to unions of conjunctive queries, and
holds also for infinite unions.

Theorem 1 ([19]). Let Φ = ∪iϕi and Ψ = ∪iψi be (possibly infinite) unions
of conjunctive queries. Then Φ is contained in Ψ (i.e., Φ(G) ⊆ Ψ(G) for every
database G) if and only if each ϕi is contained in some ψj , i.e., there is a
containment mapping from ψj to ϕi.

As for containment of Datalog in (unions) of conjunctive queries, it is known
(cf. [36,37]) that the relation defined by an IDB predicate in a Datalog program
Π, i.e., Q∞

Π (G), can be defined by an infinite union of conjunctive queries. That
is, for each IDB predicate Q there is an infinite sequence ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . of conjunctive
queries such that, for every database G, we have Q∞

Π (G) =
⋃∞

i=0 ϕi(G). The ϕi’s
are called the expansions of Q. In [25], expansions of a Datalog program Π are
described in terms of so-called expansion trees, in which each node is labeled
with an instance of a rule of Π. We call head and body of a node the head and
the body of the rule labeling the node, respectively. In an expansion tree for an
IDB predicate Q, the root is labeled by a rule whose head is a Q-atom. If a node
g is labeled by a rule instance

R(t) ← R1(t1), . . . , Rm(tm)

where the IDB atoms in the body of the rule are Ri1(t
i1), . . . , Ri�

(ti�), then g
has children g1, . . . , g� labeled with rule instances whose heads are respectively
the atoms Ri1(t

i1), . . . , Ri�
(ti�). In particular, if all atoms in the body of g are

EDB atoms, then g must be a leaf. The query corresponding to an expansion tree
is the conjunction of all EDB atoms in the nodes of the tree, with the variables
in the head of the root as the free variables. Thus, we can view an expansion
tree τ as a conjunctive query. Let trees(Q,Π) denote the set of expansion trees
for an IDB predicate Q in Π. (Note that trees(Q,Π) is an infinite set.) Then for
every database G, we have

Q∞
Π (G) =

⋃

τ∈trees(Q,Π)

τ(G)

It follows that Π is contained in a conjunctive query ϕ if there is a containment
mapping from ϕ to each expansion tree τ in trees(Q,Π), i.e., a mapping, which
maps distinguished variables to distinguished variables and maps the atoms of
ϕ to atoms in the bodies of rules labeling nodes of τ .
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Unfortunately, the number of variables, and hence the number of node labels
in expansion trees is not bounded, and thus expansion trees are not directly
suited for an automata-theoretic approach to containment. In [25], the notion of
proof tree is introduced, with the idea of describing expansion trees using a finite
number of labels. The number of labels is bound by bounding the set of variables
that can occur in labels of nodes in the tree. If r is a rule of a Datalog program
Π, then let num var(r) be the number of variables occurring in IDB atoms in
r (head or body). Let num var(Π) be twice the maximum of num var(r) for
all rules r in Π. Let var(Π) be the set {x1, . . . , xnum var(Π)}. A proof tree for
Π is simply an expansion tree for Π all of whose variables are from var(Π).
We denote the set of proof trees for a predicate Q of a Datalog program Π by
p trees(Q,Π).

A proof tree represents an expansion tree where variables are re-used. In
other words, the same variable is used to represent a set of distinct variables
in the expansion tree. Intuitively, to reconstruct an expansion tree for a given
proof tree, we need to distinguish among occurrences of variables. Let g1 and g2
be nodes in a proof tree τ , with a lowest common ancestor g0, and let x1 and
x2 be occurrences, in g1 and g2, respectively, of a variable x. We say that x1
and x2 are connected in τ if the head of every node, except perhaps for g0, on
the simple path connecting g1 and g2 has an occurrence of x. We say that an
occurrence x of a variable x in τ is a distinguished occurrence if it is connected
to an occurrence of x in the head of the root of τ .

We want to define containment mappings from conjunctive queries to proof
trees such that there is a containment mapping from a conjunctive query to a
proof tree if and only if there is a containment mapping from the conjunctive
query to the expansion corresponding to the proof tree. To do so, we need to
force a variable in the conjunctive query to map to a unique variable in the
expansion corresponding to the proof tree. A strong containment mapping from
a conjunctive query ϕ to a proof tree τ is a containment mapping h from ϕ to
τ with the following properties:

– h maps distinguished occurrences in ϕ to distinguished occurrences in τ , and
– if x1 and x2 are two occurrences of a variable x in ϕ, then the occurrences
h(x1) and h(x2) in τ are connected.

The following characterization of containment of a union of conjunctive
queries in a Datalog program was shown in [25].

Theorem 2 ([25]). Let Π be a Datalog program with goal predicate Q, and
let Φ = ∪iϕi be a (possibly infinite) union of conjunctive queries. Then Π is
contained in Φ if and only if for every proof tree τ ∈ p trees(Q,Π) there is a
strong containment mapping from some ϕi to τ .

The above theorem is shown in [25] for finite unions of conjunctive queries only.
However, it is easy to see that the proof carries through also for infinite unions.

Notice that Theorem 2 by itself does not provide decidability of containment
of Datalog in (possibly infinite) unions of conjunctive queries, since one needs a
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method to check the existence of a strong containment mapping. Undecidability
of containment between Datalog queries [22] shows that such a method will not
exist in general for (infinite) unions that are expansions of Datalog programs.
However, in [25] the above result is exploited to show that containment of a
Datalog query in a finite union of conjunctive queries is in 2EXPTIME (and in
fact 2EXPTIME-complete).

To exploit Theorem 2 for containment of Datalog queries in UC2RPQs, we
need to characterize the problem in terms of containment between Datalog and
(infinite) unions of conjunctive queries. An expansion of a C2RPQ

Q(x1, . . . , xn) ← E1(y1, y′
1), . . . , Em(ym, y

′
m)

is a CQ of the form

Q(x1, . . . , xn) ← r11(y1, z
1
1), r21(z

1
1 , z

2
1), . . . , rn1

1 (zn1−1
1 , y′

1),
...

r1m(ym, z
1
m), r2m(z1

m, z
2
m), . . . , rnm

m (znm−1
m , y′

m)

where, for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we have that ni ≥ 0, that r1i · · · rni
i ∈ L(Ei), and

that all variables zj
i are pairwise distinct. Observe that, when ni = 0, we have

that r1i · · · rni
i = ε, and r1i (yi, z

1
i ), r2i (z1

i , z
2
i ), . . . , rni

i (zni−1
i , y′

i) becomes simply
yi = y′

i. Notice that, due to transitive closure, a C2RPQ has in general an infinite
number of expansions.

The following lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 2 and of the seman-
tics of UC2RPQs.

Lemma 1. Let Π be a Datalog program with goal predicate Q, and let Γ = ∪iγi

be a finite union of C2RPQs γi. Then Π is contained in Γ if and only if for
every proof tree τ ∈ p trees(Q,Π) there is a γi and an expansion ϕ of γi such
that there is a strong containment mapping from ϕ to τ .

We show how to check this condition using tree automata.

4 Two-Way Alternating Tree Automata

We present the basic notions on automata used in the rest of the paper. We as-
sume familiarity with the standard notions of (one-way) word automata (1NFAs)
and (one-way) nondeterministic tree automata (1NTAs), and concentrate on
two-way alternating tree automata (2ATAs).

Trees are represented as prefix closed finite sets of words over N (the set of
positive natural numbers). Formally, a tree T is a finite subset of N, such that
if g·c ∈ T , where g ∈ N

∗ and c ∈ N, then also g ∈ T and if c > 1 then also
g·(c−1) ∈ T . The elements of T are called nodes, and for every g ∈ T , the nodes
g·c ∈ T , with c ∈ N, are the successors of g. By convention we take g·0 = g, and
g·c·(−1) = g. By definition, the empty sequence ε is a member of every tree,
and is called the root. Note that ε · −1 is undefined. The branching degree d(g)
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of a node g denotes the number of successors of g. If the branching degree of all
nodes of a tree is bounded by k, we say that the tree has branching degree k.
Given a finite alphabet Σ, a Σ-labeled tree τ is a pair (T, V ), where T is a tree
and V : T → Σ maps each node of T to an element of Σ. Σ-labeled trees are
often referred to as trees, and if τ = (T, V ) is a (labeled) tree and g is a node of
T , we use τ(g) to denote V (g).

Two-way alternating tree automata (2ATAs) [35,23], are a generalization of
standard nondeterministic top-down tree automata (1NTAs) [38,39]) with both
upward moves and with alternation. Let B(I) be the set of positive Boolean
formulae over I, built inductively by applying ∧ and ∨ starting from true,
false, and elements of I. For a set J ⊆ I and a formula ϕ ∈ B(I), we say that
J satisfies ϕ if and only if, assigning true to the elements in J and false to
those in I \ J , makes ϕ true. For a positive integer k, let [k] = {−1, 0, 1, . . . , k}.
A two-way alternating tree automaton (2ATA) over an alphabet Σ running over
trees with branching degree k, is a tuple A = (Σ,S, δ, s0, F ), where S is a finite
set of states, δ : S × Σ → B([k] × S) is the transition function, s0 ∈ S is the
initial state, and F ⊆ S is the set of final states. The transition function maps a
state s ∈ S and an input letter σ ∈ Σ to a positive Boolean formula over [k]×S.
Intuitively, if δ(s, σ) = ϕ, then each pair (c, s′) appearing in ϕ corresponds to a
new copy of the automaton going to the direction suggested by c and starting
in state s′.

A run ν of a 2ATA A over a labeled tree τ = (T, V ) is a labeled tree (Tν , Vν)
in which every node is labeled by an element of T ×S. A node f of Tν labeled by
(g, s) describes a copy of A that is in the state s and reads the node g of τ . The
labels of adjacent nodes have to satisfy the transition function of A. Formally,
a run (Tν , Vν) is a (T × S)-labeled tree satisfying:

1. ε ∈ Tν and Vν(ε) = (ε, s0).
2. Let f ∈ Tν , with Vν(f) = (g, s) and δ(s, V (g)) = ϕ. Then there is a (possibly

empty) set C = {(c1, s1), . . . , (cn, sn)} ⊆ [k]× S such that:
– C satisfies ϕ and
– for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have that f ·i ∈ Tν , g·ci is defined, and Vν(f ·i) =

(g·ci, si).

A run ν = (Tν , Vnu) on a tree τ is accepting if, whenever a leaf of Tν is labeled
by (g, s), then s ∈ F . A accepts a labeled tree τ if it has an accepting run on τ .
The set of trees accepted by A is denoted T (A). The nonemptiness problem for
tree automata consists in deciding, given a tree automaton A, whether T (A) is
nonempty.

As shown in [23], 2ATAs can be converted to complementary 1NTAs with
only a single exponential blowup. Moreover, it is straightforward to see that
one can construct a 2ATA of polynomial size accepting the finite union of the
languages accepted by n 2ATAs.

Proposition 1 ([23]). Given a 2ATA A over an alphabet Σ, there is a 1NTA
A of size exponential in the size of A such that A accepts a Σ-labeled tree τ if
and only if τ is rejected by A.
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Proposition 2. Given n 2ATAs A1, . . . ,An over an alphabet Σ, there is a
2ATA A∪ of size polynomial in the sum of the sizes of A1, . . . ,An such that
T (A∪) = T (A1) ∪ · · · ∪ T (An).

We make also use of the following standard results for 1NTAs.

Proposition 3 ([40]). Given 1NTAs A1 and A2 over an alphabet Σ, there is
a 1NTA A∩ of size polynomial in the size of A1 and A2 such that T (A∩) =
T (A1) ∩ T (A2).

Proposition 4 ([38,39]). The nonemptiness problem for 1NTAs is decidable
in polynomial time.

5 Containment of Datalog in Unions of C2RPQs

The main feature of proof trees is the fact that the number of possible labels
is finite; it is actually exponential in the size of Π. Because the set of labels is
finite, the set of proof trees p trees(Q,Π), for an IDB predicate Q in a program
Π, can be described by a tree automaton.

Theorem 3 ([25]). Let Π be a Datalog program with a goal predicate Q. Then
there is a 1NTA Ap trees

Q,Π , whose size is exponential in the size of Π, such that
T (Ap trees

Q,Π ) = p trees(Q,Π).

The automaton Ap trees
Q,Π = (Σ, I ∪ {accept}, IQ, δ, {accept}) defined in [25]

is as follows. The state set I is the set of all IDB atoms with variables among
var(Π). The start-state set IQ is the set of all atoms Q(s), where the variables
of s are in var(Π). The alphabet is Σ = I ×R, where R is the set of instances
of rules of Π over var(Π). The transition function δ is constructed as follows.
Let � be the body of a rule instance in R

R(t) ← R1(t1), . . . , Rm(tm)

– If the IDB atoms in � are Ri1(t
i1), . . . , Ri�

(ti�), then there is a transition1

〈1, Ri1(t
i1)〉 ∧ · · · ∧ 〈�, Ri�

(ti�)〉 ∈ δ(R(t), (R(t)← �))

– If all atoms in � are EDB atoms, then there is a transition

〈0, accept〉 ∈ δ(R(t), (R(t)← �))

It is easy to see that the number of states and transitions in Ap trees
Q,Π is expo-

nential in the size of Π.

We now show that strong containment of proof trees in a C2RPQ can be
checked by tree automata as well. Let Π be a Datalog program with binary
1 For uniformity, we use the notation of 2ATAs to denote the transitions of 1NTAs.
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EDB predicates in ∆ and with goal predicate Q, and let γ be a C2RPQ over
∆± of the same arity as Q. We describe the construction of a 2ATA Aγ

Q,Π that
accepts all proof trees τ in p trees(Q,Π) such that there is an expansion ϕ of γ
and a strong containment mapping from ϕ to τ .

We view γ as a set of atoms E(x, y), where E is a 1NFA E =
(∆±, SE , sE , δE , fE), with sE , fE ∈ SE , and where, w.l.o.g., δE does not contain
ε-transitions. Also, w.l.o.g., we assume that for two distinct atoms E1(x1, y1)
and E2(x2, y2), E1 and E2 are distinct automata with disjoint sets of states, i.e.,
SE1 ∩ SE2 = ∅. For a 1NFA E, we use Ef

s to denote the 1NFA identical to E,
except that s ∈ SE and f ∈ SE are respectively the initial and final state of Ef

s .
Let Vγ be the set of variables appearing in the C2RPQ γ, and V +

γ = {v̄1
E , v̄

2
E |

E(x, y) ∈ γ}, i.e., for each 1NFA E(x, y) ∈ γ, V +
γ contains two special variables

v̄1
E and v̄2

E . We denote with B the set of all sets β of atoms, such that β contains,
for each atom E(x, y) ∈ γ, at most one atom Ef

s (x′, y′), for some s, f ∈ SE , with
x′ either x or v̄1

E and y′ either y or v̄2
E . Notice that the size of B is exponential

in the size of γ. Indeed, let k be the number of atoms in γ and let m be an
upper bound on the number of states of each 1NFA in γ. All possible variants of
a 1NFA obtained by changing the initial state and/or final state are m2. Hence,
the number of possible sets of 1NFAs of at most k elements is (m2)k = 2O(m·k).

The automaton Aγ
Q,Π is (Σ,S ∪ {accept}, SQ, δ, {accept}).

– The alphabet Σ is I × R. Recall that I is the set of all IDB atoms with
variables among var(Π), and R is the set of instances of rules of Π over
var(Π).

– The state set S is the set I ×B×2Vγ×var(Π)×2V +
γ ×var(Π). The second com-

ponent represents the collection of automata accepting sequences of atoms
that have to be mapped to atoms in the tree τ accepted by Aγ

Q,Π , and the
third and fourth component contain the set of partial mappings respectively
from Vγ and V +

γ to var(Π).
– The start-state set SQ consists of all tuples (Q(s), γ,Mγ,s, ∅), where the

variables of s are in var(Π) and Mγ,s is a mapping of the distinguished
variables of γ into the variables of s.

The transition function δ of Aγ
Q,Π is constructed as follows. Let � be the body

of a rule instance in R

R(t)← R1(t1), . . . , Rm(tm)

1. There is an “atom mapping” transition

〈0, (R(t), β′,M,M ′
+)〉 ∈ δ((R(t), β,M,M+), (R(t)← �))

if there is an EDB atom e(a, b) among R1(t1), . . . , Rm(tm) and if β′ coincides
with β, except that one element Ef

s (x, y) in β is replaced in β′ by Ef
s′(x′, y),

and one of the following holds:
– s′ ∈ δE(s, e) and
• if x ∈ Vγ (i.e., x is a variable of γ), M maps x to a, and M+ does

not map v̄1
E , then x′ = v̄1

E and M ′
+ = M+ ∪ {(v̄1

E , b)};
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• if x = v̄1
E ∈ V +

γ (i.e., x is the first special variable for the 1NFA E)
and (v̄1

E , a) ∈ M+, then x′ = x = v̄1
E , and M ′

+ = M+ \ {(v̄1
E , a)} ∪

{(v̄1
E , b)};

– s′ ∈ δE(I, e−) and
• if x ∈ Vγ (i.e., x is a variable of γ), M maps x to b, and M+ does

not map v̄1
E , then x′ = v̄1

E and M ′
+ = M+ ∪ {(v̄1

E , a)};
• if x = v̄1

E ∈ V +
γ (i.e., x is the first special variable for the 1NFA E)

and (v̄1
E , b) ∈ M+, then x′ = x = v̄1

E , and M ′
+ = M+ \ {(v̄1

E , b)} ∪
{(v̄1

E , a)}.
Intuitively, an “atom mapping” transition maps the next atom recognized
by some 1NFA in β to some EDB atom in ρ, and modifies M+ accordingly.
Note that the variable x (either a variable of Vγ or the special variable v̄1

E)
must already be mapped (respectively by M or M+) to some variable in the
current node of τ .

2. There is a “splitting” transition

〈0, (R(t), β′,M,M ′
+)〉 ∧ 〈0, (R(t), β′′,M,M ′′

+)〉 ∈
δ((R(t), β,M,M+), (R(t)← �))

if the following hold:
– M ′

+ and M ′′
+ coincide with M+, except for the changes described in the

following point;
– β can be partitioned into β1, β2, and β3; moreover β′ = β1 ∪ β′

3 and
β′′ = β2 ∪ β′′

3 , where β′
3 and β′′

3 are sets of elements that consist of one
element for each element Ef

s (x, y) in β3, obtained as follows: for some
state s′ of E and some variable a ∈ var(Π) appearing in R(t)← �, one
of the following holds:
• β′

3 contains the element Es′
s (x, v̄2

E), β′′
3 contains the element

Ef
s′(v̄1

E , y), M
′
+ (re-)maps v̄2

E to a, and M ′′
+ (re-)maps v̄1

E to a;
• β′

3 contains the element Ef
s′(v̄1

E , y), β′′
3 contains the element

Es′
s (x, v̄2

E), M ′
+ (re-)maps v̄1

E to a, and M ′′
+ (re-)maps v̄2

E to a;
– β′ and β′′ can share a variable in Vγ only if this variable is in the domain

of M . (Notice that two occurrences of a special variable in V +
γ shared

by β′ and β′′ are not related to each other.)
A “splitting” transition partitions the atoms in β into two parts. The goal is
to enable the two parts to be manipulated separately. For example, one part
may correspond to those atoms that are intended to be “moved” together to
an adjacent node in a future transition, while the other part may correspond
to those atoms that are meant to stay together in the current node for further
processing, e.g., by further splitting or by mapping to EDB atoms. During
splitting, some atoms in β may be actually split into two subatoms. The
mappings M and M+ have to “bind” together variables that are in common
to the two conjuncts of the transition.

3. There is a “moving” transition

〈j, (Rij (t
ij ), β,M,M+)〉 ∈ δ((R(t), β,M,M+), (R(t)← �))
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with j ∈ {−1, 1, . . . , �}, where � is the number of IDB atoms in �, the atom
Rij (t

ij ), for j ∈ {1, . . . , �}, is the j-th IDB atom, Ri−1 stands for R, and ti−1

stands for t, if for all variables that occur in β and that are in the domain
of either M or M+, their image is in tij .
A “moving” transition moves to an adjacent node, and is intended to be
applied whenever no next atom can be mapped and no further splitting is
possible. Moving is possible only if variables that are both in atoms still to
be mapped (and thus in β) and have already been mapped (and thus are in
the domain of either M or M+) can be propagated through the head of the
rule where the automaton moves.

4. There is an “equality checking” transition

〈0, (R(t), β′,M,M+)〉 ∈ δ((R(t), β,M,M+), (R(t)← �))

if the following hold:
– β can be partitioned into β0 and β′;
– for all atoms Ef

s (x, y) ∈ β0 we have that
• s = f ,
• (x, a) and (y, a) are in M ∪M+, for some variable a in � or t, i.e.,

both x and y are in the domain of M or of M+ and they are mapped
to the same variable a;

An “equality checking” transition gets rid of those elements in β all of whose
atoms have already been mapped to atoms in τ . While doing so, it checks
that M and M+ are compatible with the equalities induced by such atoms.

5. There is a “mapping extending” transition

〈0, (R(t), β,M ′,M+)〉 ∈ δ((R(t), β,M,M+), (R(t)← �))

if M ′ is a partial mapping that extends M .
A “mapping extending” transition adds some variables to the mapping M .
This may be necessary to be able to apply some other transition that requires
certain variables to appear in M .

6. There is a “final” transition

〈0, accept〉 ∈ δ((R(t), ∅,M,M+), (R(t)← �))

A “final” transition moves to the accepting state whenever there are no
further atoms in β that have to be processed.

It is easy to see that the number of states and transitions in Aγ
Q,Π is ex-

ponential in the size of Π and γ. The following two basic lemmas establish the
correctness of the above construction.

Lemma 2. Let τ be a proof tree in p trees(Q,Π). If there is an expansion ϕ of
γ and a strong containment mapping h from ϕ to τ , then τ is accepted by Aγ

Q,Π .

Lemma 3. Let τ be a proof tree in p trees(Q,Π). If τ is accepted by Aγ
Q,Π ,

then there is an expansion ϕ of γ and a strong containment mapping from ϕ to
τ .
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Theorem 4. Let Π be a Datalog program with binary EDB predicates in ∆ and
with goal predicate Q, and let Γ = ∪iγi be a finite union of C2RPQs γi over
∆±. Then Π is contained in Γ if and only if

T (Ap trees
Q,Π ) ⊆

⋃
i T (Aγi

Q,Π)

Proof. By Lemma 1, Π is contained in Γ if and only if for every proof tree
τ ∈ p trees(Q,Π) there is a γi and an expansion ϕ of γi such that there is a
strong containment mapping from ϕ to τ . By Theorem 3 and Lemmas 2 and 3,
the latter conditions is equivalent to T (Ap trees

Q,Π ) ⊆
⋃

i T (Aγi

Q,Π).

This allows us to establish the main result of the paper.

Theorem 5. Containment of a recursive Datalog program in a UC2RPQ is in
2EXPTIME.

Proof. By Proposition 2, we can construct a 2ATA AΓ
Q,Π , whose size is exponen-

tial in the size of Π and Γ , such that T (AΓ
Q,Π) =

⋃
i T (Aγi

Q,Π). By Proposition 1,
we can construct a 1NTA A¬Γ

Q,Π , whose size is doubly exponential in the size of
Π and Γ , such that a Σ-labeled tree is accepted by A¬Γ

Q,Π if and only if it is not
accepted by AΓ

Q,Π . By Proposition 3, we can construct a 1NTA Acont , whose
size is still doubly exponential in the size of Π and Γ , such that Acont accepts
a Σ-labeled tree if and only if it is accepted by Ap trees

Q,Π but not accepted by
any of the Aγi

Q,Π . By Theorem 4, Acont is nonempty if and only if Π is not
contained in Γ . By Proposition 4, nonemptiness of Acont can be checked in time
polynomial in its size, and hence doubly exponential in the size of Π and Γ . The
claim follows.

6 Conclusions

We have presented an upper-bound result for containment of Datalog queries in
unions of conjunctive regular path queries with inverse (UC2RPQ). This is the
most general known decidability result for containment of recursive queries, apart
from the result in [23] for monadic Datalog. The class UC2RPQ has several fea-
tures that are typical of modern query languages for knowledge and data bases.
In particular, it is the largest fragment of query languages for XML data [41] for
which containment is known to be decidable [34].

The 2EXPTIME upper-bound result shows that adding transitive closure to
conjunctive queries does not increase the complexity of query containment with
respect to Datalog queries, as it matches the bound obtained in [25] for con-
tainment of Datalog queries in union of conjunctive queries. For containment in
union of conjunctive queries, the 2EXPTIME bound is shown in [25] to be tight.
It is an open question whether our bound here is also tight. The lower bound
in [25] is shown using relation symbols of arity up to 8. If that arity can be
reduced to 2, then it would follow that our bound here is tight. We conjecture
this to be the case. Currently, we have an EXPSPACE lower bound that directly
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follows from EXPSPACE-completeness of containment of UC2RPQs [34] (which
is a special case of containment of Datalog in UC2RPQs). Observe that contain-
ment in the converse direction, as well as equivalence, is undecidable already for
RPQs. Indeed, universality of context free grammars can be reduced to contain-
ment of RPQs in Datalog, by following the line of the undecidability proof of
containment between Datalog queries in [22].

Query containment is typically the first step in addressing various problems
of query processing, such as view-based query processing. We predict that the
decidability result for containment obtained in this paper would prove useful for
a broad range of query processing applications.
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